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Abstract

In this paper, we present an online communication-driven decision sup-
port system to align terms from a dataset with terms of another dataset
(standardized controlled vocabulary or not). Heterotoki differs from
existing proposals in that it takes place at the interface with humans,
inviting the experts to commit on their definitions, so as to either agree
to validate the mapping or to propose some enrichment to the termi-
nologies. More precisely, differently to most of existing proposals that
support terminology alignment, Heterotoki sustains the negotiation of
meaning thanks to semantic coordination support within its interface
design. This negotiation involves domain experts having produced mul-
tiple datasets.

1 Introduction

Data aggregation projects deal with heterogeneous, multiplatform and interdisciplinary datasets. Such projects
aim at federating database systems and at managing distributed, heterogeneous, and autonomous databases.
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In this framework, data come from projects belonging to different fields, provided by different information sys-
tems, architectures and technologies, with heterogeneous modelling approaches and different formats. Therefore,
these heterogeneous data cannot fully interoperate without being syntactically, structurally and semantically
integrated. In such configurations, linking data requires correct and complete ontological models, terminological
alignment work and quality control evaluation of the whole infrastructure. Since the ’90s scientific literature
has accumulated a great number of contributions to foster datasets integration. In the bioinformatics field, a
major ontological model is the Gene ontology [42], a network of biological classes describing molecular functions,
cellular locations, and processes gene products may carry out.

Regarding alignment, among the most famous ones is the international medical terminologies with the creation
of the SNOMED Clinical Terms in 1999 and its current 311,000 concepts [41]. Focusing on quality evaluation, the
Ontology Alignment Evaluation Initiative [30] works on semi-automated evaluation of such ontological alignments
on scientific datasets.

Benefitting from the wide experience of scientific initiatives, Digital Humanities literature has addressed,
more recently, the subject of datasets integration, from a cultural heritage standpoint, through heritage data
aggregation platforms (e.g. ARIADNEplus[4], MASA Platform[29], GAMS Platform[19], Isidore[27], HeritageS
platform[23]). Such platforms generally host cultural (and sometimes natural) heritage datasets from interdis-
ciplinary research projects. Their goal is to make these data interoperable and thus accessible online by both
humans and agents, through web portals, web applications and/or APIs, for research, public engagement or edu-
cation purposes. However, datasets integration in Digital Humanities, especially in the field of Cultural Heritage,
may differ, for some aspects, from scientific datasets integration.

Cultural Heritage, which involves scholarly fields such as History and Archaeology, studies past societies.
Research projects in this field produce data on objects of the past at different historical periods, whereas scientific
research projects generally focus on some constants of the actual reality of the world, sometimes compared with
data from the past. Therefore, in Cultural Heritage, alignment of datasets to standard models asks the question of
the temporary as well as cultural distance between concepts behind such data and concepts of standard models.
Particular attention has to be paid to take into account concept drift during the alignment process. That is
why domain experts for heritage play a crucial role in datasets alignment and this role still cannot rely only
on automatization, whereas automatic matching appears partially applicable on scientific datasets alignment.
Such alignment implies a mandatory manual step of semantic coordination [12] among domain experts. Also,
domain experts can rely on existing methodological research and alignment tools with standard terminologies for
their datasets. At the same time, little research has been conducted on alignment of heritage datasets providing,
within their interface, support on semantic coordination for domain experts with a focus on heritage data.

This paper addresses the problem of digitally supporting semantic coordination in a terminology alignment
process for heritage domain experts in a simple and intuitive way. The rest of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents the state of the art on heritage data, terminologies alignment with a focus on semantic
coordination, Section 3 presents our approach and proposes a methodology to address this issue, Section 3.1
presents Heterotoki, the online alignment decision support system which implements this methodology. Section 3.2
compares our proposal with related works. Section 4 illustrates it with two case studies. Section 5 summarises
the main contributions and introduces future works.

2 Heritage data, Terminologies Alignment and Semantic Coordination

Heritage Data

Digital Humanities projects have been producing many heterogeneous datasets for years. According to [28], Cul-
tural Heritage is a field encompassing a wide range of content that varies drastically by type and properties, but
is still semantically richly interlinked. Currently, this content mainly resides in closed databases, distributed na-
tionally and internationally in different locations, and commonly organized by content type – separate databases
are typically used for different contents, such as books, artifacts, videos, music etc. Data providers produce
metadata to foster digital editing of their data for project applications[37], such as websites with search engines
and catalogues. These metadata are used to annotate heritage data and to ease their exploitation by the target
applications. In the rest of this paper, these metadata will be referred to as source and target terminologies.
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Terminologies Alignment

Terminology is understood in this paper in a broad sense as defined by Guarino in [21]. It can be a flat thesaurus
as well as a formal ontology. The alignment process is assumed as a semantic mapping action between terms
from a terminology belonging to a source dataset and terms belonging to a target terminology that is usually a
Semantic Web based vocabulary.

Alignment of such source terminology addresses two main issues regarding semantic integration with Semantic
Web technologies. First, and especially for the disciplines that study cultures from the past, historical data are
a representation of an interpretation of the knowledge of a past reality which cannot be, for some aspects,
concretely verified nowadays. Therefore, the semantics of the observed past reality and the semantics of the
observing reality do not match. Second, the study of a primary source is a practical work, through which domain
experts and data providers produce practical metadata.

The domain covered by their data is narrower than the scholarly domain itself and data are produced for
specific uses related to their research problems and processes. Consequently, the practical specificity of the
produced metadata and the theoretical genericity of the existing target controlled vocabularies used for semantic
integration do not match either. For instance, the French concept of “blanc-manger” (in English “blancmange”)
in cooking recipes of the Middle Ages, which is known by medievalists as a dish prepared with white meat and /
or fish has disappeared in modern recipes. In addition, experts are not agreeing on the type of animal protein used
as ingredient, and this is part of both a scholarly and a semantic challenge. Instead, the term “blanc-manger”
today refers to a sweet dish prepared with milk. Therefore, to annotate medieval recipes we cannot use the term
“blanc-manger”[11] found in ontologies such as FoodOn, as it refers to the actual sweet milk dish concept.

These two issues often lead scholarly experts and data providers to avoid reusing standard controlled vocab-
ularies, because the meaning of the terms do not reflect the concepts of the observed reality or the practical
specificity of their data. To bridge these gaps, data providers build their own terminology. However, even if
data producers are experts in their domain, they are not computer scientists. Therefore, metadata are generally
poorly structured and weakly formalized. Depending on their data modelling skills, metadata can be flat list of
terms, or more rarely taxonomies and thesauri. However, to make these data interoperable in an interdisciplinary
framework, alignment of these homemade terminologies to standard vocabularies is mandatory.

Semantic Coordination

Even though various research efforts towards the definition of formal theories have been proposed over the years,
see for instance [12], the Cultural Heritage community still lacks mature technologies to tackle the problem of
terminology alignment. Borrowing similar methodological background, semantic coordination is understood here
as a task during which domain experts analyse meanings and definitions of both source and target terms, facing
the issue of finding an agreement on the meaning of heterogeneous semantic models. In particular, experts needs
appropriate interfaces to validate the quality of alignments. Therefore, a tool for communication-driven decision
support designed for semantic coordination is needed.

3 The Heterotoki Online Tool

Fig. 1. Heterotoki architecture
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Heterotoki is a communication-driven decision system in the sense that it enables cooperation, supporting one
or more persons working on a shared task [38]. This task consists in creating detailed scholarly mapping relations
for some dynamic and operational Linked Data, without ever achieving utopian domain-wide agreement on
common vocabularies. In addition, Heterotoki feeds cross-searchable repository resource and keeps them updated
when experts edit the mapping relations they created in the course of their project. The scholarly alignment does
not have to occur at the end of the scholarly work anymore and does not have to be definitive to be operational.
Such alignments, and their operational Linked Data, can also occur in the course of this scholarly work and be
part of the research process. Doing so, teams also enhance hot spots of scholarly interests or needs, such as other
situations not well-known or even more complex than the “blanc-manger” given as an example above. It also
provides basic features such as user authentication, to support collaborative work and to keep track of progress,
import as well as export facilities. Heterotoki is available at the url http://heterotoki.isti.cnr.it.

3.1 Workflow

Overview

Usually alignment tools take into account an implicit shared meaning between the source and the target, on the
contrary, the core of Heterotoki usage lies in some semantic coordination validated by experts’ consent.

Fig. 2. Heterotoki terminology alignment workflow (part 1): term matching

The input for the source terminology can be a flat terminology: a list of terms and definitions exported in
CSV, or a more structured terminology in SKOS format or some XML, see Fig. 1 (1). The target terminology
is imported in the triplestore in RDF/XML or preferably triples (Turtle) or alternatively directly interrogated
using a public API, see Fig. 1 (2). For each term in the source terminology, the required actions are:
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Fig. 3. Heterotoki terminology alignment workflow (part 2): semantic coordination.
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1. Find a match in the target terminology or suggest one if missing, see Fig. 2;
2. In the definitional zone of the layout, work on definitional blocks (the source and the target one), possibly

suggest changes (semantic coordination, see Fig. 3 (2); each definitional block, i.e. the one for the source
term and the one for the target, can be left in in one of the following three states:
(a) Definition in natural language, see Fig. 3 (2a);
(b) Left intentionally blank - whatever the scholarly reasons are (e.g., a very rich or complex term, see Fig.

3 (2b);
(c) Incorporation of the content of state (a) or state (b) by mirroring the state of the other terminology, see

Fig. 3 (2c) and for an example of layout, with a (b)-(a) combination, see Fig. 6.
3. The expert validates the semantic agreement between the two definitional blocks, declaring the overall

situation as coherent. This commitment of the expert(s) leads to an operational linked open data (LOD)
that can be updated or is reversible at any time for any good scholarly reason, see Fig. 3 (3);

4. Validate hierarchical situation, considering polyhierarchy, if necessary, see Fig. 3 (4);
5. Check for synonyms and related terms, see Fig. 3 (5);
6. Validate translations, sometimes provided by Wikidata, if requested by the project, see Fig. 3 (6).

The output for the source terminology remains a simple list of terms and the corresponding mapping (CSV,
JSON) or alternatively some more structured data (in SKOS), see Fig. 1 (3) and (4). The output of the target
terminology contains the edited target (in SKOS), see Fig. 1 (5). The terminology maintainers can thus modify
and re-import these terminologies.

The output for the users keeps track of the work done and to be done, and categorizes the alignment situation
into seven situations:

1. Discuss about the two terms (most often morphological differences);
2. Clarify the source definition because an understanding of the desired alignment is necessary;
3. Deal with an inconsistency between the term and the definition in the target;
4. Harmonize the definitional situation by discussing the definitions and by establishing a semantic coordina-

tion;
5. Discuss both terms and global definitional situation and resolve inconsistencies (between the terms of the

two terminologies and the semantics provided by the definition or definitions or the absence of a definition);
6. Analyze and solve some difficulties in the positioning of the source term in the target structure (with or

without polyhierarchy);
7. No specific problem has been identified. Either the term is a candidate to enrich the target or the alignment

is validated.

Combinations of these seven situations produce four distinct team actions around alignment work to
facilitate decision-making, task redistribution and automatic updating of source databases and enrichment of
target terminology. In addition, the alignment status information is found both in the lookup table and in the
alignment record itself. These four actions are as follows:

1. Re-elaboration: request to handle a problematic situation;
2. Consultation with the target terminology teams: this includes a set of semantic issues concerning the target

terminology;
3. Consultation with the source terminology team: this includes a set of issues requiring upstream scholarly

reflection;
4. Consensus: this includes validated situations, namely alignment (with or without synonymy) or proposal for

enrichment with a new candidate.

3.2 Comparison With Related Tools

Terminology alignment has been widely addressed in Computer Science. More than thirty terminology alignment
tools, all of which are not compared here, are still available and in use today (against more than fifty tools in
2014). Many of them are referenced and briefly described on the web page [34]. Among them, we have selected nine
existing terminology editors and/or mapping tools usually used in Digital Humanities projects: 3M [1] Ariadne
Vocabulary Matching Tool [3] and [10], BBTalk [8], Cultuurlink [15], Ginco [20], OnaGUI [31], OntoME [32],
SKOS Shuttle [40] and Vista [6]. We compare these nine tools according to the following eight characteristics:

1. Imports non-formalized data such as data in CSV format.
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2. Supports collaborative work, i.e., to allow multiple users to work on the same alignment in progress, keeps
track of the status of the proposals and logs the work done.

3. Uses CIDOC-CRM with extensions enabling thesaurus editing, even though lacking specific support for
SKOS.

4. Edits terminology: new properties can be added to the source (and/or target) terminology.

5. Focuses on automatic mapping: the tool is designed for large scale automatic mapping and manual editing
is a last resort.

6. Supports mapping between SKOS thesauri.

7. Supports full SKOS: not all the tools with editing capabilities support multilingual labeling, skos:altLabel
or hierarchy, while not all the tools with mapping capabilities support properties such as skos:closeMatch
or skos:narrowMatch.

8. Enables for semantic coordination.

3M OntoMe SKOS Shuttle BBTalk Ginco OnaGui Cultuurlink ARIADNE Vista Heterotoki

Imports lists y

Collaborative y y y y y y

CIDOC-CRM y y

Editing y1 y1 y y2 y y y

Automatic y y

Mapping y y y3 y y y y y y

Full SKOS y y y y

Semantic Coord. y
Table 1. Comparison of alignment tools. Notes: 1) 3M and OntoME can edit ontologies not specialized for SKOS, hence
not user friendly for non-ontology experts. 2) Edited proposal to the target BBT ontology only. 3) Mapping only towards
BBT

Table 1 presents a synthetic comparison of the tools according to the aforementioned characteristics. Heterotoki
is compared with tools offering both terminology editing and mapping (like 3M, OntoME, BBTalk, Ginco,
Onagui), management of non-formalized data (like Ginco, Cultuurlink), support of collaborative work (like Ginco,
SKOS Shuttle, BBTalk) and full SKOS matching relations (like SKOS Shuttle). On the other hand, Heterotoki
does not support automatic mapping (supported by OnaGUI and Cultuurlink), since it is designed for manual
intervention. The tool supports also the alignment with SKOS terminologies but does not support alignment
to ontologies like CIDOC-CRM (supported instead by OntoME and 3M). Heterotoki was designed for domain
experts to formalize and to enrich the expressivity and structure of their own terminology by giving a standard
SKOS formalism and semantics within the alignment. This step is for a first interoperability achievement in
the heritage data semantic integration process. It intervenes before a secondary ontology alignment step, which
is meant to enforce the formalization and expressivity of the alignment for interdisciplinary and logical based
inference purposes. As such, Heterotoki can work in tandem with 3M to produce a first interoperable and
well-defined XML schema input to 3M. Therefore, it semantically prepares heritage data before aligning them to
CIDOC-CRM. The last characteristic, namely, semantic coordination, is only handled in Heterotoki for now. Even
in heritage dedicated tools like 3M, Vocabulary Matching Tool of Heritage Data (used, e.g., in ARIADNEplus),
BBTalk, and OntoME, no digital support is intended for semantic coordination validated by experts.

As said in Guarino et al. [22], logical languages are eligible for the formal, explicit specification of knowledge,
and, thus, for ontologies. Many ontology alignment techniques and tools can be automated because of their high
level of formalization [17, 16]. Many mapping tools that align from one data structure to another one exist. In
particular they align from CSV files, XML documents or relational databases to ontologies. Examples include
Datalift [39] for CSV files, 3M (Memory Manager Mapping) [1] for XML documents, and Ontop [13] for relational
databases. BBTalk [8] aligns a source terminology with a specific target terminology, i.e., the Backbone meta-
thesaurus. In this case, the choice of words is important, but differently from the task Heterotoki is dealing with,
the coordination takes place at a more abstract and formal level. In contrast, Heterotoki is at the beginning
of the formalization process which enables data producers to generate a knowledge graph, to contribute to it
and benefit from it in return. Vista [6] is more similar to Heterotoki, but it is designed for negotiation between
terminologists rather than data-producers.
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4 Case Studies

Several scholarly editings use Heterotoki or its fork called OpenTermAlign at different stages of their project,
some of them within the ARIADNEplus framework[4]: OUTAGR (Inventaire de l’Outillage Agricole Gallo-
Romain) [35], I-CERAMM (Information sur la CÉRAmique Médiévale et Moderne) [24] both supported by the
Laboratoire Archaeologie et Territoires, Tesserarum Sisciae Sylloge by the Archaeological Museum in Zagreb,
for its textual terminology in Latin about Roman textile combined with archaeological terminology. All these
projects aim at opening and linking dynamically their scholarly edited and controlled terminology with larger
knowledge organization systems of any kind. We present here two case studies. One on textual terminologies
extracted from medieval manuscripts, CoReMA (Cooking Recipes of the Middle Ages) [14], the other one,
AERBA (Atlas des Établissements Ruraux de la Beauce Antique) [2], uses OpenTermAlign, which is designed
for archaeological datasets working with multidisciplinary terminologies. OpenTermAlign is available at the url
http://opentermalign.humanum.fr.

4.1 CoReMa and Alignment Between Terminologies Based on Textual Primary Sources

CoReMA is a Franco-Austrian research program aiming at analyzing and understanding transmission of culinary
recipes from the Middle Ages, putting an interdisciplinary focus on the cross-cultural research of medieval cooking
recipes and their interrelation. The project studies the transmission of cooking recipes in French and German
speaking countries, which includes more than 80 manuscripts and ca. 8000 recipes up to now. It implies analysis
of their origin, their relation, and their migration through Europe. The partners provide the expertise to collect,
to edit, and to analyze these multilingual texts following up-to-date methodology. For machine aided analysis, a
recipe corpus and its metadata are modelled according to international humanities and technical standards. The
recipes are enriched with content annotation with terminologies for ingredients, cooking processes, etc.

Within this annotation process of the transcriptions in TEI (Text Encoding Initiative), one of the main tasks
of the French team is to extract Ancient French and Latin terms from recipes transcriptions and to align them
to actual French language as historians’ working language. In other words, given these two terminologies (T),
T1 (Ancient French within the scope of a certain historical context) and T2 (contemporary French used by
historians as their working language), about the same domain D (in this case culinary tradition), CoReMA
domain experts need to establish some correspondence between terms in T1 and terms in T2. Amongst their
modeling requirements, it is relevant to attribute to concepts a temporal dimension in order to possibly consider
their change over time. In the case of the Ancient French of CoReMA, we apply the code FRO – French, Old
(842-ca.1400) – possibly combined with FRM – French, Middle (ca.1400-1600) – according to ISO639-2 standard.

Fig. 4. CoReMa example of semantic coordination with the term “blanc-manger” within Heterotoki.
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In addition, when dealing with concepts extracted from ancient vocabularies, their definitions have to be
provided (as far as possible) according to the larger conceptual structures in which they were originally conceived
[9]. Accordingly, when defining a certain concept, its intended meaning – with respect to an ancient vocabulary
– has to be preserved and, as much as possible, based on primary sources of information.

Let us consider the example of “blanc-manger” mentioned in Section 2. The concept used in Middle Ages
culinary texts and the concept nowadays used are defined in different and incompatible terms, hence they are
disjoint and cannot be mapped via taxonomical links (e.g., subsumption). However, an historian may want
to relate them to express that “blanc-manger” nowadays used historically originates from the concept “blanc-
manger” found in ancient culinary text, and labelled with “FRO” language code.

At the current state of the Heterotoki, the two concepts can be mapped via the primitive skos:closeMatch in
order to express a weak link between them – in step 4 “Multi-relational Enrichment (polyhierarchy and others)”,
text area “Associated terms”1, see Fig. 5. Further work is however necessary to specify and strengthen the
intended semantic of this SKOS modeling element when tuned to historic studies.

Fig. 5. Related match to the modern concept of “blanc-manger” within CoReMa and exact match to the medieval concept
in Wikidata.

4.2 AERBA and Alignment Between Terminologies Based on Archaeological Primary Sources

OpenTermAlign (OTA) is a customized version of Heterotoki. OTA has been implemented as part of the collab-
orations and developments of the Consortium Mémoires des Archéologues et des Sites Archéologiques (MASA),
in order to make archaeological data interoperable. Created in 2014, the MASA Consortium is certified by the
TGIR Huma-Num, a French “Very Large Research Infrastructure”. The consortium combines several French
teams and institutions working in the field of archaeology. Its upcoming platform is called OpenArchaeo.

The OTA tool has been customized using the 24 official languages of the European Union. It has been tested
using a source terminology consisting of a cluster of 600 index terms from four different archaeological databases.
(ArSol [5], AERBA [2], OUTAGR [35] and I-CERAMM [24]). It has also been tested with a specialized target
terminology that serves as a reference for French-speaking archaeology, the PACTOLS thesaurus [36] set up
by the Fédération et Ressources sur l’Antiquité network (FRANTIQ [18]. The development of the thesaurus
began in 1987 and now includes more than 50,000 concepts (each with an ARK - Archival Resource Key -
URI), organized into seven domains. The names of the domains give the thesaurus its name PACTOLS (Peuples,
Anthroponymes, Chronologie, Toponymes, Œuvres, Lieux, Sujets). The thesaurus complies with the ISO 25964
standard for multilingual thesauri and their organization and interoperability. Its alignment with the DARIAH
Backbone meta thesaurus [7], with GeoNames, and with Wikidata is a work in progress.

In the case of AERBA, and other LAT projects, an expert works with the same number of choices limited
to the four steps of Heterotoki. For example, in step 1 (see Fig. 6), the term may be a new candidate for the
target terminology, compatible with an existing term in the target terminology, a synonym of an existing term in
the target terminology, incompatible with the target terminology, or simply associated with a position without
candidating and without improving the target terminology. For the term “grange” (“barn” in English), in step
2 “Definitional zone”, the expert coordinates the semantics making two choices:

– Deliberately not defining AERBA term “grange” within the scope of AERBA and deliberately not using
the PACTOLS’s definition within AERBA (“Source et target demeurent indépendants l’un de l’autre”).

1 It is worth noting that skos:related does not have a precise meaning and is indeed used with different intended meanings
in alignment practices.
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Fig. 6. AERBA example of semantic coordination with the term “grange” within the OpenTermAlign fork of Heterotoki.

– Committing in linking both datasets by describing the overall definitional situation as coherent, exactly as
it is.

Doing so, AERBA and PACTOLS are connected, updated and, at the same time, the semantic relationship
between both is under scholarly control. The result of the mapping is shown online by OTA in SKOS format.
This is then read by the AERBA website which links their resources dynamically to PACTOLSl’s ARK and
reflects changes in the mapping. The list of candidates for new terms in PACTOLS is available, also in SKOS
format, to OpenTheso [33], the software used by the FRANTIQ community to validate and enrich the PACTOLS
thesaurus.

The result of the mapping is exposed online by OTA in SKOS format which is then read by the AERBA
website to dynamically link their resources to ARK of PACTOLS and reflects the changes in the mapping. At
the same time the list of candidates for new terms in PACTOLS is available, in SKOS format, for OpenTheso [33],
the software used to validate and enrich the PACTOLS thesaurus by the library science community federated
by Frantiq.

Fig. 7. AERBA result of dynamically updated linked open data with PACTOLS by OpenTermAlign. Example with the
term “pars urbana”.
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Out of the 600 aligned archaeological terms, 300 candidates are proposed for the enrichment of PACTOLS.
Of the remaining 300 terms, about 70% do not pose any particular problem and the remaining 30% require
team consultations to adjust, clarify and achieve a satisfactory and functional alignment both semantically and
technically. Again, such validation (or non-validation) enables an operational and dynamic LOD that works as
an open (or a closed gate) and facilitates library science work while the scholarly project is following its own
rhythm and respect the natural uncertainty inherent to any research work.

OpenTermAlign respects some archaeologists’ requirements by: 1) Allowing the preservation and characteriza-
tion of source terminology in foreign languages, especially those of the society under study (in this case, Latin);
2) Harvesting the translations of terms in the corresponding Wikidata concept pages (for multilingual enrich-
ment of the source and target terminologies); 3) Interacting with the endpoint of the target multidisciplinary
thesaurus (live query); 4) At the local level, installing the same thesaurus (to address specific network problems);
5) Harvesting its ARK identifiers.

The OAT is built on Heterotoki and has been tested with other target terminologies of the thesaurus type
offering the same technical guarantees. Functionalities enabling alignment with several target vocabularies are
under study (including Iconclass [25] and Inventaire Général [26]).

5 Conclusion

In this paper we presented Heterotoki, an online communication-driven decision support system. The tool is ex-
plicitly designed for heritage data providers who need to align their terminologies to formalize SKOS vocabularies
for semantic integration in the context of data aggregation projects. Heterotoki does not intend to replace existing
ontology alignment frameworks such as 3M. Heterotoki should be used as a preliminary step in the structural
and semantic heterogeneity resolution process. Such step enable heritage data providers to produce well-defined
and well-formalized terminologies. This preliminary step is mandatory to ensure the original semantics of their
data are preserved during the process, even more if their terminologies are weakly structured. The semantic
coordination and commitment within the interface helps domain experts in managing heritage data specificity,
such as temporal or cultural concept drift.

The development of Heterotoki is in progress and the tool is currently used by both archaeological and
historical data providers in the context of two data aggregation projects: (1) the MASA platform, and (2)
HeritageS, managed by the ARD Intelligence des Patrimoines research project and supported by the CESR
laboratory (Centre d’Études Supérieures de la Renaissance, CNRS). Other data providers from different cultural
and natural heritage fields are expected to use Heterotoki in the context of the HeritageS project. Having a
larger pool of diversified users will provide us with a pertinent amount of feedbacks, especially on the semantic
coordination question. Benefitting from these feedbacks, future work will focus on leveraging the collaborative
and descriptive aspects of the semantic coordination, the alignment evaluation, and on improving the description
of the changes management for the target terminology. For this last aspect, the XML format is not suitable
to express changes to a SKOS thesaurus. A more formal way to propose changes could be expressed as two
lists of triples to be removed and added from the triple store. The proposed changes will be expressed in
SPARQL language since most standard controlled vocabulary tools have a SPARQL endpoint. Each SPARQL
query is accompanied by a human-readable description of the proposed change so that the target terminology
administrators can validate it.
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